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In the Intellectual Activist, Robert Tracinski gives background on why Romney will 
win.  
... I have been speculating for some time—and others have begun to say the same thing—that 
Romney's election strategy can be described as "rope-a-dope." This was a sports reporter's 
coinage for Muhammad Ali's strategy in the famous 1974 "Rumble in the Jungle" against 
George Foreman. Foreman was a large man known as a hard hitter, so Ali's strategy was to 
goad Foreman into throwing a frenzy of punches while Ali adopted a protective position and 
leaned against the ropes so they would help absorb the energy of the blows. Foreman fell for it 
and punched away in a fury, tiring himself out in the early rounds only to find himself fatigued 
while Ali was still fresh. Ali dominated the later rounds and knocked Foreman down long enough 
for the referee to call him out. 

The analogy here is that Romney is letting the Obama campaign punch itself out, spending like 
crazy on a blitz of negative advertising early on, before swing voters have made up their minds 
or even paid much attention to the race. Meanwhile, Romney has been holding his fire and 
money, saving it for when it will really count. 

Why is the Obama campaign falling for this? Because they have no other option. Here we have 
to refer back to the established rules of the horse-race analysis. When a president is running for 
re-election, it is inherently a referendum on the incumbent, so if his approval ratings are below 
50%, he's in trouble. If a majority disapproves of his performance, that means they are going to 
be likely to cast their votes for the challenger. Obama is below 50% now. He's been around 47% 
in the RealClearPolitics average for a long time now, and since some of the polls tend to 
overestimate support for Democrats, the real number is probably a few points lower. 

But this just means that voters are willing to consider the challenger, and you can still convince 
them to stop considering him. Which means that an embattled incumbent has only one way to 
win: convince voters that the challenger is not an acceptable alternative. 

Hence the negative campaign against Romney. He needs to be made out as a corporate 
Snidely Whiplash who lays off workers, outsources their jobs to China, hides his profits in Swiss 
bank accounts, and lies about it to cover it all up. So that is exactly the story Obama's negative 
ads have been trying to tell. The attack ad in which Romney ties the girl to the railroad tracks is 
coming next. 

There is no evidence that these negative ads have worked so far ... 

... Obama started out with a distinct money advantage, since he could start raising money for 
the general election while Romney was still spending money on the primaries. But he is rapidly 
blowing his money advantage. In recent months, he has raised less than Romney and spent a 
lot more, particularly on his huge spree of negative ads. 

Jack Wakeland first pointed this pattern out to me and speculated that Obama is running his 
campaign finances about as well as he has been running the nation's finances. The result 



is that it now looks as if Romney and his supporters will be able to outspend Obama by a 
significant margin in the final months of the race. ... 

  
Andrew Malcolm does a piece on presidential photo-ops and ends with a warning 
for Mitt.  
... Mitt Romney's communications staff are well-experienced pros. But apparently they've been 
unable to convince their no-nonsense guy to perform in these charades to warm his image. He's 
been pretty disciplined on the primary economy-jobs message. He's fighting back harder now on 
the silliness over Bain, which was such an evil empire that Obama's campaigns routinely 
accepted many thousands in its donations. 

Romney does do rope-line handshakes, waves to distant fans and wears jeans, like us. Exciting 
stuff. But that's pretty much it for how-ya-doin' spontaneity.  

Over July 4th, imaginative photographers rented a boat and caught an unrehearsed picture of 
Romney, riding shotgun on a jet-ski with wife Ann. That image would be great for a woman's 
magazine, adoring hubby happy with independent wife taking the wheel. For someone 
auditioning as commander-in-chief, however, such a photo of leading from behind might not be 
the first-choice image. But his campaign planned nothing else to fill the need for 'news.' 

So far, no county fair cotton-candy for Romney. No merry-go-round rides with grandchildren. No 
impromptu Little League stops to work the grandstands, praising sun-screened parents for 
dutifully bearing witness to their youngsters' positive activities. 

Still five weeks of summer left. Romney may loosen up to get in the proactive image game and 
may win come Nov. 6. 

Or he may not. And will not. 

  
Charles Krauthammer has a column on "you didn't build that."  
... The ultimate Obama fallacy, however, is the conceit that belief in the value of infrastructure — 
and willingness to invest in its creation and maintenance — is what divides liberals from 
conservatives. 

More nonsense. Infrastructure is not a liberal idea, nor is it particularly new. The Via Appia was 
built 2,300 years ago. The Romans built aqueducts, too. And sewers. Since forever, 
infrastructure has been consensually understood to be a core function of government.  

The argument between left and right is about what you do beyond infrastructure. It’s about 
transfer payments and redistributionist taxation, about geometrically expanding entitlements, 
about tax breaks and subsidies to induce actions pleasing to central planners. It’s about free 
contraceptives for privileged students and welfare without work — the latest Obama entitlement-
by-decree that would fatally undermine the great bipartisan welfare reform of 1996. It’s about 
endless government handouts that, ironically, are crowding out necessary spending on, yes, 
infrastructure. 



What divides liberals and conservatives is not roads and bridges but Julia’s world, an Obama 
campaign creation that may be the most self-revealing parody of liberalism ever conceived. It’s 
a series of cartoon illustrations in which a fictional Julia is swaddled and subsidized throughout 
her life by an all- giving government of bottomless pockets and “Queen for a Day” magnanimity. 
At every stage, the state is there to provide — preschool classes and cut-rate college loans, 
birth control and maternity care, business loans and retirement. The only time she’s on her own 
is at her grave site.  

Julia’s world is totally atomized. It contains no friends, no community and, of course, no spouse. 
Who needs one? She’s married to the provider state. ... 

  
David Bernstein in Volokh has the germ of a good idea we hope will be expanded 
soon.  
... But I did want to point out that government also provides a great deal of what one might call 
“public bads,” and that these “public bads” often fall heavily on small businesspeople who lack 
the political power of the crony capitalists (witness the example of my grandfather), who 
because they often have fixed business assets and roots in their communities often make a 
tempting target of exploitation by governments (as with my father and the “we’ll find a violation 
even if you don’t have one or else” protection racket), and who, moreover, don’t have the 
economies of scale to treat complicated government regulations as a minor business expense. 
(Public bads tend to fall even more heavily on poor people, but that’s a subject for a different 
post.) 
  
  
Kimberley Strassel on the government thugs who divine and act on the president's 
wishes.  
This column has already told the story of Frank VanderSloot, an Idaho businessman who last 
year contributed to a group supporting Mitt Romney. An Obama campaign website in April sent 
a message to those who'd donate to the president's opponent. It called out Mr. VanderSloot and 
seven other private donors by name and occupation and slurred them as having "less-than-
reputable" records.  

Mr. VanderSloot has since been learning what it means to be on a presidential enemies list. Just 
12 days after the attack, the Idahoan found an investigator digging to unearth his divorce 
records. This bloodhound—a recent employee of Senate Democrats—worked for a for-hire 
opposition research firm.  

Now Mr. VanderSloot has been targeted by the federal government. In a letter dated June 21, 
he was informed that his tax records had been "selected for examination" by the Internal 
Revenue Service. The audit also encompasses Mr. VanderSloot's wife, and not one, but two 
years of past filings (2008 and 2009).  

Mr. VanderSloot, who is 63 and has been working since his teens, says neither he nor his 
accountants recall his being subject to a federal tax audit before. He was once required to send 
documents on a line item inquiry into his charitable donations, which resulted in no changes to 
his taxes. But nothing more—that is until now, shortly after he wrote a big check to a Romney-
supporting Super PAC. 



Two weeks after receiving the IRS letter, Mr. VanderSloot received another—this one from the 
Department of Labor. He was informed it would be doing an audit of workers he employs on his 
Idaho-based cattle ranch under the federal visa program for temporary agriculture workers. ... 

  
  

 
 
 

  
  
Intellectual Activist 
How the Election Will Play Out (and Why Romney Will Win) 
by Robert Tracinski 
  
The question in November is how many voters will accept Obama's warped message of 
resignation and resentment—how many will be like Ron Brownstein's swing voters—and how 
many will be repulsed by it. That, in turn, will depend on what Mitt Romney does to fight back, 
not just against the details of the negative attacks on him, but against the world view behind 
them.  

When it comes to his record and his biography, I suspect that Mitt Romney has not yet begun to 
fight, and that is the other big development I'm predicting for the final months of the general 
election. 

I have been speculating for some time—and others have begun to say the same thing—that 
Romney's election strategy can be described as "rope-a-dope." This was a sports reporter's 
coinage for Muhammad Ali's strategy in the famous 1974 "Rumble in the Jungle" against 
George Foreman. Foreman was a large man known as a hard hitter, so Ali's strategy was to 
goad Foreman into throwing a frenzy of punches while Ali adopted a protective position and 
leaned against the ropes so they would help absorb the energy of the blows. Foreman fell for it 
and punched away in a fury, tiring himself out in the early rounds only to find himself fatigued 
while Ali was still fresh. Ali dominated the later rounds and knocked Foreman down long enough 
for the referee to call him out. 

The analogy here is that Romney is letting the Obama campaign punch itself out, spending like 
crazy on a blitz of negative advertising early on, before swing voters have made up their minds 
or even paid much attention to the race. Meanwhile, Romney has been holding his fire and 
money, saving it for when it will really count. 

Why is the Obama campaign falling for this? Because they have no other option. Here we have 
to refer back to the established rules of the horse-race analysis. When a president is running for 
re-election, it is inherently a referendum on the incumbent, so if his approval ratings are below 
50%, he's in trouble. If a majority disapproves of his performance, that means they are going to 
be likely to cast their votes for the challenger. Obama is below 50% now. He's been around 47% 
in the RealClearPolitics average for a long time now, and since some of the polls tend to 
overestimate support for Democrats, the real number is probably a few points lower. 



But this just means that voters are willing to consider the challenger, and you can still convince 
them to stop considering him. Which means that an embattled incumbent has only one way to 
win: convince voters that the challenger is not an acceptable alternative. 

Hence the negative campaign against Romney. He needs to be made out as a corporate 
Snidely Whiplash who lays off workers, outsources their jobs to China, hides his profits in Swiss 
bank accounts, and lies about it to cover it all up. So that is exactly the story Obama's negative 
ads have been trying to tell. The attack ad in which Romney ties the girl to the railroad tracks is 
coming next. 

There is no evidence that these negative ads have worked so far—the variation in the 
candidates' RCP poll averages has been within the range of static for at least a month—so the 
Obama campaign is turning the volume up to eleven. They have poured $100 million into 
advertising in swing states over the past month, three-quarters of which has gone into negative 
ads. And they have increased the seriousness of the accusations, to the point of hinting that 
Romney might be a felon. 

But there is a big problem with dumping all these negative ads so early. If you bring up a charge 
in May or June, the Romney campaign and dozens of commentators and bloggers will have 
time to refute the attacks, or at least come up with convincing attempts to explain them away. 
You also run the risk of over-reaching—as in the Romney felony charge—and creating a story, 
not about Romney's wrongdoing, but about your campaign's unfair attacks. But most of all, 
these charges become "old news," so when the Obama campaign tries to bring them up again 
in October, once everyone is finally paying attention, the charges lose their impact because the 
press and the pundits have already heard it before. This business is called "news" for a reason, 
because it moves forward on things that are new. 

So why has the Obama campaign launched their attack on Romney so early and allowed it to 
become so vicious? I think they realize that they are running out of time. If they don't "define" 
Romney in hopelessly negative terms now—and by "now," I mean now—the game is over. 
While I've been using the rope-a-dope analogy, Washington Post blogger Jennifer Rubin has 
come up with a somewhat grander analogy. Here is her description of Obama's strategy. 

"Extend the Republican primary by running ads hitting Romney and encouraging Democrats to 
vote against Romney in Michigan and elsewhere. Then, before Romney could fully get his 
bearings, unload a barrage of negative attacks, scare-mongering, and thinly disguised oppo 
attacks through the mainstream media, taking advantage of many political reporters’ relative 
ignorance about the private equity field and their inclination to accept whole-hog President 
Obama’s version of 'facts.' 

"The extent of that effort is only now becoming clear. The Associated Press reports: 'President 
Barack Obama’s campaign has spent nearly $100 million on television commercials in selected 
battleground states so far, unleashing a sustained early barrage designed to create lasting, 
negative impressions of Republican Mitt Romney before he and his allies ramp up for the fall.' 
Think of it like the Confederacy’s artillery barrage on the third day of Gettysburg before Pickett’s 
Charge—you have to in essence disable the other side before the charge begins, or it's 
curtains." 



For those not versed in Civil War history, Pickett's Charge ends badly. I'll refer you to this scene 
from the magisterial 1993 film Gettysburg, which captures the point at which General Lee 
realizes the full scope of the debacle. 

It's worth looking at why specifically the Obama campaign is running out of time. It has to do 
with money and with the calendar. 

Obama started out with a distinct money advantage, since he could start raising money for the 
general election while Romney was still spending money on the primaries. But he is rapidly 
blowing his money advantage. In recent months, he has raised less than Romney and spent a 
lot more, particularly on his huge spree of negative ads. 

Jack Wakeland first pointed this pattern out to me and speculated that Obama is running his 
campaign finances about as well as he has been running the nation's finances. The result is that 
it now looks as if Romney and his supporters will be able to outspend Obama by a significant 
margin in the final months of the race. And if there's one thing we learned from the primaries, it 
is that Romney can win when he's able to outspend his rivals. 

Then there is the calendar. Outside of Washington and the media, most voters are not paying 
much attention to the race yet. And in exactly eight days, the Olympics begin. 

The Olympics are the crucial dividing point, because they will dominate the airwaves and the 
news, sucking away whatever attention anyone is now paying to the election. So Obama's 
negative campaign blitz has to have whatever effect it's going to have in those eight days. But 
what happens when the Olympics start? To begin with, the Olympics provide an opportunity for 
Mitt Romney to highlight the best part of his record, his successful turnaround of the 2002 
Winter Olympics. And he can do so without having to do very much or spend much money. It 
will be natural, after all, for the sports reporters covering the Olympics to mention Romney's 
history with the movement. 

Obama can still be in the news during the Olympics just by showing up in London or doing 
something to root on the U.S. teams, but that's just a marginal bit of extra public exposure, not a 
message about his leadership. For Romney, by contrast, the Olympics are a leadership 
message. He can claim that his competence helped save a beloved institution whose appeal 
cuts across partisan lines. Remember that it was not his business success that launched 
Romney's political career. It was the Olympics: he ran for governor of Massachusetts in the 
afterglow of the 2002 games. Yet Romney's history with the Olympics has barely been 
mentioned yet, precisely because the Obama campaign can't find anything negative to say 
about it. Well, now it's going to be mentioned. 

And what happens after the Olympics? There are only two weeks between the end of the 
Olympics and the beginning of the Republican National Convention. It is logical that Romney 
would use those two weeks to announce his vice-presidential running mate. There is some 
speculation that he would do so earlier, but with so few days left to the Olympics, I'm not sure he 
would risk having the announcement be overshadowed. So it's slightly more likely he will make 
the announcement a few days after the Olympics, which will have the effect of dominating the 
news for the period between the games and the convention. 



Then the Republicans get to go first with their convention, giving them a chance to present all of 
the positive aspects of Romney's personal life and his professional achievements, just as most 
voters are beginning to tune in to the election. Which means that they have the opportunity to 
wipe out more than $100 million in Obama's negative advertising. 

So what this means is that the Obama campaign has only eight days left to have it all their way. 
After that they will be upstaged for more than a month, and probably outspent for the rest of the 
campaign. If they want to make Romney seem unacceptable to swing voters, the next eight 
days are the whole game. 

The big picture is that the Obama campaign is reaching its full tide. This is its moment of 
maximum impact, and everything after this is a pushback from the Romney campaign. So the 
fact that Obama is still just even in the polls, at the full extent of his effort, means that we can 
expect that everything from here on out will be a loss. From now on, the campaign will be about 
Romney making his own positive case, building back his image, setting his own message, firing 
back in the debates, and sending it all of home with giant advertising buys that Obama won't be 
able to match. 

Jennifer Rubin's reference to Pickett's Charge reminded me of another scene from Gettysburg. 
An actor who has been serving as a spy for the Confederacy asks General Longstreet for a 
musket so that he can, for once, fight honorably as a regular soldier. Longstreet then explains to 
him why he thinks Pickett's Charge—which he hasn't been able to talk Lee out of—will fail. It is, 
he explains, like a mathematical equation, as he ticks off the casualties Pickett's division will 
take at each stage of the assault. He briefly entertains hope that the artillery barrage will cause 
the Yankees to panic and break, then he concludes that they won't, so "it's mathematical after 
all." 

In much the same way, the numbers are against Obama. In political science, unemployment 
above 8%, economic growth below 2%, and approval ratings below 50%—all of it adds up to 
defeat. But the Obama campaign will entertain the hope that maybe, just maybe, they can vilify 
their opponent and create a negative impression of him in the minds of voters, or dredge up 
some scandal that knocks him out of the race before we even get to the conventions. They can 
hold on to that hope. And they're right: maybe it will happen. This has been a very unpredictable 
election from the beginning. But if something doesn't happen, and happen soon, the numbers 
kick in, and it's mathematical after all. 

So far, the polls show that the negative ads haven't broken Romney's campaign. But there is a 
deeper ideological reason why this campaign is not likely to succeed. Remember that this is not 
just a negative campaign against Romney. It is a negative campaign against capitalism and 
against success. And it's not just that the Obama campaign overreaching with their negative 
attacks on Romney. They are also overreaching with their negative attacks on success.  

Robert Tracinski writes daily commentary at TIADaily.com. He is the editor of The Intellectual 
Activist and a contributor to RealClearMarkets. 

  
  
  
 



Investors.com 
'I scream, You scream,' the potent idiocy of political photo ops  
by Andrew Malcolm 
  

 

Joe Biden thinks ice cream is a BFD 

Photo ops can be dangerous things. Recall President Obama, trying to appear genuinely green 
examining an electric car, but motorcading there in a cavalcade of 17 SUVs. 

Nonetheless, photo ops are prized political tools because they can give the appearance of 
normalcy in a politician's life where none exists.  

And the media, for all its feigned affection for policy wonkiness, eats up photo ops, especially in 
summer and especially if it's something of a surprise.  

Anything, please anything, different from the posed political podium shot! 

Photo ops typically do not appear on a politician's official schedule. They are supposed to seem 
spontaneous, if by spontaneous you mean the advance team found the site only a week ago 
and the Secret Service didn't run a check on the owner until last night, nor case the place till 
early this morning.  

Which may account for the curious sidewalk crowds assembling two hours before the president 
allegedly decides on the spur of the moment that he desires an ice cream cone at that very 
same place. 

Thanks to his Michelle-defying affinity for crap food, Obama has become a professional at such 
event performances. Which certainly helps account for his consistent poll likability margin over 
Mitt Romney. A multi-millionaire Harvard grad who likes mint chocolate chip, just like me. Every 
tiny plus helps. 



Someone will slip $20 in Obama's pocket. He'll emerge from the armored vehicle amid a throng 
of agents and staff, who then drop back. So the event photos will appear as if POTUS was 
alone, scanning the menu above the counter just as you and I would, ordering what the crew 
already knows he wants and schmoozing with any surviving customers not shooed away by 
security. 

Amazingly at least one child remains behind, so the president can stoop down for the pool 
cameras and consult on school vacation or favorite flavors. And staff will soon pass the 
youngster's name, age and answers on to waiting media, who play along with the political 
theater because they must have some news product to show for their long day's tag-along 
labors. 

The bottom line for the politician is the desired result of folksy photos with real and excited 
Americans, and no contradictory images of him, coat off, tie down, scheming on special interest 
spending over coffee with a donor claque, each of whom paid $60,000 for the privilege. 

Photo ops can be very useful. Remember back during the terrible oil spill, when it took Obama a 
week to realize the historic calamity's scale? To respond to governors' subsequent pleas for 
help restoring tourism, Obama went swimming in the gulf with a daughter for a few minutes. 

It wasn't really the gulf. It was an accessible inlet miles from the polluted sea. But White House 
photographer Pete Souza got the shot. The media sent it out. And there were no conflicting 
photos of Michelle Obama's opulent spa vacation in Spain. 

Mitt Romney's communications staff are well-experienced pros. But apparently they've been 
unable to convince their no-nonsense guy to perform in these charades to warm his image. He's 
been pretty disciplined on the primary economy-jobs message. He's fighting back harder now on 
the silliness over Bain, which was such an evil empire that Obama's campaigns routinely 
accepted many thousands in its donations. 

Romney does do rope-line handshakes, waves to distant fans and wears jeans, like us. Exciting 
stuff. But that's pretty much it for how-ya-doin' spontaneity.  

Over July 4th, imaginative photographers rented a boat and caught an unrehearsed picture of 
Romney, riding shotgun on a jet-ski with wife Ann. That image would be great for a woman's 
magazine, adoring hubby happy with independent wife taking the wheel. For someone 
auditioning as commander-in-chief, however, such a photo of leading from behind might not be 
the first-choice image. But his campaign planned nothing else to fill the need for 'news.' 

So far, no county fair cotton-candy for Romney. No merry-go-round rides with grandchildren. No 
impromptu Little League stops to work the grandstands, praising sun-screened parents for 
dutifully bearing witness to their youngsters' positive activities. 

Still five weeks of summer left. Romney may loosen up to get in the proactive image game and 
may win come Nov. 6. 

Or he may not. And will not. 

  



  
Washington Post 
Did the state make you great? 
by Charles Krauthammer 

“If you’ve got a business — you didn’t build that. Somebody else made that happen.” 

— Barack Obama, 

Roanoke, Va., July 13  

And who might that somebody else be? Government, says Obama. It built the roads you drive 
on. It provided the teacher who inspired you. It “created the Internet.” It represents the 
embodiment of “we’re in this together” social solidarity that, in Obama’s view, is the essential 
origin of individual and national achievement.  

To say that all individuals are embedded in and the product of society is banal. Obama rises 
above banality by means of fallacy: equating society with government, the collectivity with the 
state. Of course we are shaped by our milieu. But the most formative, most important influence 
on the individual is not government. It is civil society, those elements of the collectivity that lie 
outside government: family, neighborhood, church, Rotary club, PTA, the voluntary associations 
that Tocqueville understood to be the genius of America and source of its energy and freedom.  

Moreover, the greatest threat to a robust, autonomous civil society is the ever-growing 
Leviathan state and those like Obama who see it as the ultimate expression of the collective.  

Obama compounds the fallacy by declaring the state to be the font of entrepreneurial success. 
How so? It created the infrastructure — roads, bridges, schools, Internet — off which we all 
thrive. 

Absurd. We don’t credit the Swiss postal service with the Special Theory of Relativity because it 
transmitted Einstein’s manuscript to the Annalen der Physik. Everyone drives the roads, goes to 
school, uses the mails. So did Steve Jobs. Yet only he created the Mac and the iPad. 

Obama’s infrastructure argument is easily refuted by what is essentially a controlled social 
experiment. Roads and schools are the constant. What’s variable is the energy, enterprise, risk-
taking, hard work and genius of the individual. It is therefore precisely those individual 
characteristics, not the communal utilities, that account for the different outcomes.  

The ultimate Obama fallacy, however, is the conceit that belief in the value of infrastructure — 
and willingness to invest in its creation and maintenance — is what divides liberals from 
conservatives. 

More nonsense. Infrastructure is not a liberal idea, nor is it particularly new. The Via Appia was 
built 2,300 years ago. The Romans built aqueducts, too. And sewers. Since forever, 
infrastructure has been consensually understood to be a core function of government.  

The argument between left and right is about what you do beyond infrastructure. It’s about 
transfer payments and redistributionist taxation, about geometrically expanding entitlements, 



about tax breaks and subsidies to induce actions pleasing to central planners. It’s about free 
contraceptives for privileged students and welfare without work — the latest Obama entitlement-
by-decree that would fatally undermine the great bipartisan welfare reform of 1996. It’s about 
endless government handouts that, ironically, are crowding out necessary spending on, yes, 
infrastructure. 

What divides liberals and conservatives is not roads and bridges but Julia’s world, an Obama 
campaign creation that may be the most self-revealing parody of liberalism ever conceived. It’s 
a series of cartoon illustrations in which a fictional Julia is swaddled and subsidized throughout 
her life by an all- giving government of bottomless pockets and “Queen for a Day” magnanimity. 
At every stage, the state is there to provide — preschool classes and cut-rate college loans, 
birth control and maternity care, business loans and retirement. The only time she’s on her own 
is at her grave site.  

Julia’s world is totally atomized. It contains no friends, no community and, of course, no spouse. 
Who needs one? She’s married to the provider state. 

Or to put it slightly differently, the “Life of Julia” represents the paradigmatic Obama political 
philosophy: citizen as orphan child. For the conservative, providing for every need is the duty 
that government owes to actual orphan children. Not to supposedly autonomous adults. 

Beyond infrastructure, the conservative sees the proper role of government as providing not 
European-style universal entitlements but a firm safety net, meaning Julia-like treatment for 
those who really cannot make it on their own — those too young or too old, too mentally or 
physically impaired, to provide for themselves. 

Limited government so conceived has two indispensable advantages. It avoids inexorable 
European-style national insolvency. And it avoids breeding debilitating individual dependency. It 
encourages and celebrates character, independence, energy, hard work as the foundations of a 
free society and a thriving economy — precisely the virtues Obama discounts and devalues in 
his accounting of the wealth of nations 

  
  
  
  
Volokh Conspiracy 
Tom Smith on “You Didn’t Build That!” 
by David Bernstein 

Smith: 

But here’s the question to ask — how many more successful businesses, inventions, products, 
services, toys, tools, insights, and just plain fun would there be, if government did not in the first 
place make it so ridiculously difficult to start a business and keep it going? I don’t see our young 
president taking credit on behalf of the state for all the failures it help cause, all the ideas that 
never got off the ground because the regulatory hurdles were so high, or all the established 
companies that never had to face competition because they had managed to get their rents 
written into law.  



Not to mention the times when government directly destroys businesses. For example, my 
paternal grandfather opened business after business that failed (but always eventually paid his 
debts to his creditors, so he was always able to start again). He finally achieved some modest 
success in his forties. New York City, however, had other plans, and took his business via 
eminent domain, paying a nominal sum for his inventory and precisely nothing for his most 
valuable asset, goodwill. Lord knows how many thousands of small businesses were destroyed 
by (generally) misconceived urban redevelopment projects, with inadequate compensation to 
their owners. I don’t know the full details, but would anyone be surprised to learn that the 
developers who built on the condemned land had a lot more political power than the displaced 
small businessmen? That’s government, too.  

My dad also owned a small business, a dental practice in Queens. In his business life, the New 
York City government existed almost entirely to hassle him, preventing him from kicking out 
deadbeat tenants living above the practice who used city-provided legal aid attorneys to avoid 
paying rent for months on end (but had plenty of money for drugs), sending inspectors who 
informed him that they were ordered to find at least one major (and costly) violation “so how 
’bout I just write you up for inadequate ___ [a violation that didn't exist] and we can both call it a 
day,” ticketing him $100 plus if a stray plate from the pizzeria next door blew past his door on 
the way down the block, and so on and so forth.  

Sure, the government can provide useful services, and undoubtedly my father benefited from 
public schooling and other services (which is not to say that at least some of those services 
might not have been better-provided privately). But it’s an atrocious logical error to argue that if 
government does some things with at least minimal competence and efficiency that this 
somehow justifies any other intervention into civil society by government, or that the fact that 
most of us appreciate some government means that we should inherently want more 
government (or for that matter, that we shouldn’t want less government). 
 
UPDATE: To be fair to Obama, perhaps he has given less publicized speeches in which he also 
acknowledges the existence of the “[In]visible Foot” of government. If anyone has such 
examples, please share them in the comments. 

FURTHER UPDATE: Actually, I got a bit distracted by the Obama point in the update, and to 
give credit where it’s due, Obama did also say: “We’ve already made a trillion dollars’ worth of 
cuts. We can make some more cuts in programs that don’t work, and make government work 
more efficiently…We can make another trillion or trillion-two, and what we then do is ask for the 
wealthy to pay a little bit more.” I’d rather he said that he’d eliminate programs that don’t work 
and acknowledge that many regulations are counter-productive, but, heck, if Obama can show 
me a total of three trillion dollars in real cuts, I’d be all in favor of raising tax rates in return (with 
the proviso that if the cuts disappear, so do the increased tax rates). 

Anyway, as might be surmised from the fact that I don’t mention Obama in the original post, I 
was really primarily addressing the broader controversy over whether expansion of government 
should be supported because the government provides public goods. I know some libertarians 
like to deny that any goods are public goods, or if there are that the government ever provides 
them properly, but I don’t go nearly that far.  

But I did want to point out that government also provides a great deal of what one might call 
“public bads,” and that these “public bads” often fall heavily on small businesspeople who lack 
the political power of the crony capitalists (witness the example of my grandfather), who 



because they often have fixed business assets and roots in their communities often make a 
tempting target of exploitation by governments (as with my father and the “we’ll find a violation 
even if you don’t have one or else” protection racket), and who, moreover, don’t have the 
economies of scale to treat complicated government regulations as a minor business expense. 
(Public bads tend to fall even more heavily on poor people, but that’s a subject for a different 
post.) 

  
  
WSJ 
Obama's Enemies List—Part II  
First an Obama campaign website called out Romney donor Frank Vandersloot. Next the 
IRS moved to audit him—and so did the Labor Department. 
by Kimberley Strassel 

This column has already told the story of Frank VanderSloot, an Idaho businessman who last 
year contributed to a group supporting Mitt Romney. An Obama campaign website in April sent 
a message to those who'd donate to the president's opponent. It called out Mr. VanderSloot and 
seven other private donors by name and occupation and slurred them as having "less-than-
reputable" records.  

Mr. VanderSloot has since been learning what it means to be on a presidential enemies list. Just 
12 days after the attack, the Idahoan found an investigator digging to unearth his divorce 
records. This bloodhound—a recent employee of Senate Democrats—worked for a for-hire 
opposition research firm.  

Now Mr. VanderSloot has been targeted by the federal government. In a letter dated June 21, 
he was informed that his tax records had been "selected for examination" by the Internal 
Revenue Service. The audit also encompasses Mr. VanderSloot's wife, and not one, but two 
years of past filings (2008 and 2009).  

Mr. VanderSloot, who is 63 and has been working since his teens, says neither he nor his 
accountants recall his being subject to a federal tax audit before. He was once required to send 
documents on a line item inquiry into his charitable donations, which resulted in no changes to 
his taxes. But nothing more—that is until now, shortly after he wrote a big check to a Romney-
supporting Super PAC. 

Two weeks after receiving the IRS letter, Mr. VanderSloot received another—this one from the 
Department of Labor. He was informed it would be doing an audit of workers he employs on his 
Idaho-based cattle ranch under the federal visa program for temporary agriculture workers.  

The H-2A program allows tens of thousands of temporary workers in the U.S.; Mr. VanderSloot 
employs precisely three. All are from Mexico and have worked on the VanderSloot ranch—
which employs about 20 people—for five years. Two are brothers. Mr. VanderSloot has never 
been audited for this, though two years ago his workers' ranch homes were inspected. (The 
ranch was fined $8,400, mainly for too many "flies" and for "grease build-up" on the stove. God 
forbid a cattle ranch home has flies.)  



This letter requests an array of documents to ascertain whether Mr. VanderSloot's "foreign 
workers are provided the full scope of protections" under the visa program: information on the 
hours they've worked each day and their rate of pay, an explanation of their deductions, copies 
of contracts. And on and on. 

Perhaps all this is coincidence. Perhaps something in Mr. VanderSloot's finances or on his 
ranch raised a flag. Americans want to believe the federal government performs its duties 
without fear or favor.  

Only in this case, Americans can have no such confidence. Did Mr. Obama pick up the phone 
and order the screws put to Mr. VanderSloot? Or—more likely—did a pro-Obama appointee or 
political hire or career staffer see that the boss had an issue with this donor, and decide to do 
the president an unasked-for election favor? Or did he or she simply think this was a duty, given 
that the president had declared Mr. VanderSloot and fellow donors "less than reputable"?  

Mr. VanderSloot says he "expected the public beatings" from the left after the naming, but he 
"also wondered whether government agencies, anxious to please their boss, would take notice 
of the target he had apparently placed on me. Now that I'm being singled out for audits, I can't 
help but wonder whether there is a connection." 

As for other Romney donors: "It is un-American and irresponsible for a president to target 
individual, law-abiding citizens for political retribution, and it is inconceivable that any U.S. 
agency would stoop to do the bidding for this campaign's silliness," says Louis Bacon, an 
investor and conservationist who also made the Obama list.  

We don't know what happened, and that's the problem. Entrusted with extraordinary powers, Mr. 
Obama has the duty to protect and defend all Americans—regardless of political ideology. By 
having his campaign target a private citizen for his politics, the president forswore those 
obligations. He both undermined public faith in federal institutions and put his employees in an 
impossible situation.  

Every thinking American must henceforth wonder if Mr. VanderSloot has been targeted for 
inquiry because of his political leanings. And every federal servant must wonder if his inquiries 
into an Obama enemy will bring suspicion or disgrace on the agency—even if the inquiry is 
legitimate.  

As for Mr. VanderSloot, to what authority should he appeal if he believes this to be politically 
motivated—given the Justice Department on down is also controlled by the man who targeted 
him? (The White House did not return an email requesting comment.)  

If this isn't a chilling glimpse of a society Americans reject, it is hard to know what is. It's why 
presidents are held to different rules, and should not keep lists. And it's why Mr. Obama has 
some explaining to do. 



 
  

 



 

 
 


